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1. Name
historic

Content

(preferred)

and or common

C. C. Harper Farm

2. Location
street & number

city. town

Maryland Route 305 near Tanyard Road

not tor publlcatlon

First Congressional District

Centreville
Maryland

state

NI A

24

code

county

Queen Anne ' s

035

code

3. Classification
Category
_
district
bulldlng(s)
_ structure
_
site
_
object

,,-..x_

Ownership
_
public
_x_ private
_
both
Public Acquisition
_
In process
_
being considered

Status
_x_ occupied
_
unoccupied
_
work In progress
Accessible
_x_ yes: restricted
_
yes: unrestricted
_
no

__!not applicable

Present Use
_
agriculture
_
commercial
_
educational
_
entertainment
_
government
_
Industrial
_
mllltary

_
_

museum
park
L private residence
_
rellglous
_
scientific
_
transportation
__ other:

4. Owner of Property
name

Mr. and Mrs. Daryle R. Stuckey

street & number

Route 1, Box 19

city. town

Centreville

N/A
_

vicinity of

state

Maryland

21617

Maryland

21617

5. Location of Legal Description
courthouse, registry of deeds, etc.

Queen Anne ' s County Courthouse

street & number

Centreville

city, town

Maryland

state

6. Representation in Existing Surveys
Maryland Historical Trust
Historic Sites Inventory
date

1981

depository tor survey records

city, town

has thJs property been determined eligible?

_

federal

_!_ state _

_

_x_ no

yes

county

_

tocal

Maryland Historical Trust, 21 State Circle
Annapolis

state

Maryland

21401

7. Description
Condition
_x_ excellent
__ good
__ fair

__ deteriorated
__ ruins
__ unexposed

)

QA-11
Check one
__ unaltered
__ altered

Check one
__ original site
__ moved
date

Describe the present and original (if known) physical appearance

Number of Resources
Contributing
Noncontributing
3
0 buildings
0
0 sites
0
0 structures
0
0 objects
3

Number of previously listed National
Register properties included in this
nomination: - 0 Original and historic functions and uses:
residential, agricultural

- -0 -Total

DESCRIPTION SUMMARY:
The late 18th century house known as Content is of brick construction, two
stories high, five bays wide and one room deep. The front facade faces northwest.
The entrance is in the center bay of the first story~ flanked by two 12/12
windows on each side. The six-panel door is framed with paneled soffit and
jambs, a four-light transom and a simple molded surround. Five 12/12 windows
are ranged across the second story; three-light cellar windows are located
directly below each of the four first story windows. The brickwork is laid in
Flemish bond above a molded water table and a Flemish bond foundation. The
windows are set in beaded frames with rowlock lintels. The eaves are boxed in
with a cornice with complex crown and bed mold. In the 19th century the
original presumably pitched gable roof was altered to form the present hip
roof. The roof is covered with asphalt shingles. A single flush chimney is
eentered on the southwest end; a matching chimney on the northeast end was
demolished in the 19th century and replaced with a shared chimney stack between
the main house and an original wing,. which projects from the northeast end of
the rear elevation of the main house. The interior consists of a center
passage plan with a single room on either side of the stair passage. The house
retains practically all of its original decorative detailing, including paneled
doors, hearth walls, dado and window embrasures; cornice, baseboard, chair rail,
and architrave moldings; elaborate mantels and overmantels; and an openstring stair with turned newell and scrolled step ends. Also on the property
are a brick dairy and a post-and-plank meathouse. Both outbuildings are in
good condition, and are probably the earliest surviving examples of their
functional types in Queen Anne's County.
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION:
Content is located on the southeast side of Maryland Route 305 approximately
one-half mile southwest of the intersection with U. S. Route 301 and two miles
east of Centreville.
The late 18th century house is of brick construction, two stories high,
five bays wide and one room deep, with a single flush brick chimney centered on
the southwest end of the shallow hip roof. A matching chimney on the northeast
gable end was demolished in the 19th century and replaced with a shared chimney
stack between the main house and the wing. An original rear wing projects from
the northeast end of the rear or southeast facade of the main building. This
wing was originally constructed as a single story structure but at an early
date, perhaps even while the house was still under construction, the wing was
raised to a full two stories.
c~

In the 19th century the original, presumably pitched gable roof of the main
house was modified to form the present hip roof with a widow's walk. The latter
feature was removed when the house was renovated and restored in recent years.
Probably at the same time, the rear wing was raised an additional 12 or 18
inches to allow headroom on the second story.
The front facade of the house faces northwest toward Route 305. The door
is in the center bay of the first story flanked by two 12/12 windows on each
side. The six-panel door is framed with paneled soffit and jambs, a fourlight transom and a simple molded surround. Five 12/12 windows are ranged
across the second story; three-light cellar windows are located direclty below
each of the four first story windows. The brickwork is laid in very fine,
regular Flemish bond above a molded water table and a Flemish bond foundation.
There is no belt course between the first and second story. The windows are
set in simple beaded frames with plain rowlock lintels above and reproduction
paneled exterior shutters. The eaves are boxed in with a handsome cornice with
complex crown and bed mold. The roof is covered with asphalt shingles.
There are no openings in the southwest gable wall. The brickwork matches
the front facade, including the molded watertable. The front and rear cornice
is carried across most of the gable, stopping on either side of the chimney
shaft, which evidently was rebuilt in the 19th century.
The rear wing completely covers the two northeast bays on the rear facade
of the house. The rear door is in the center bay, with two 12/12 windows to the
left. On the second story, there is one 12/8 window in the center bay, above
the door, and a blocked 12/8 window opening in the far left or southwest bay.
The window was blocked and a larger 12/12 window was cut in immediately to the
right, centered on the interior room. The six-panel rear door is set in a deep
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION (continued)
frame with paneled soffit and jambs and a broken-field architrave. The brickwork
is laid in three-course bond above a molded water table and a three-course bond
foundation pierced by three cellar windows. The header bricks forming every
fourth course are all glazed, creating a striking banded pattern in the brickwork
similar to the gable walls at Bordlington (QA-95), a large brick house of the
same period nearby.
When the roof of the original house was changed to a hip, the original
flush chimney centered on the northeast gable wall was taken down and shifted to
the rear facade, centered on the axis of the rear wing. Two small windows on
the second story of the northeast gable wall were bricked up and a larger 12/12
window was cut into the center of the second story. The brickwork on this gable
wall is laid in Flemish bond above a molded water table and three-course bond
foundation. A bulkhead cellar entrance is located at the southeast end of this
gable wall.
The northeast wall of the rear wing is flush with the northeast gable wall
of the main house. The brickwork is continuous between the main house and the
wing on the first floor but is interrupted by a seam on the second floor,
indicating that the second story is an early addition. The molded water table
drops down six courses where the wing joins the main house, and is carried
around all three walls of the wing. The first story brickwork is laid in Flemish
bond, the foundation is three-course bond. The early second story addition is
also laid in Flemish bond but with a slightly darker brick with numerous glazed
headers. Five courses of 19th century brickwork are visible just below the eave,
indicating the roof was later raised slightly. There is a single door in the
center on the first floor flanked by a single 6/6 window on each side. Two 6/6
windows on the second story are centered directly above the first story windows.
The roof and cornice match the main house.
The southeast gable wall of the wing is also laid in Flemish bond above a
molded water table and three-course bond foundation. The outline of the original
pitched gable eave line is clearly visible approximately 15 inches below the
present rakeboards. A pair of early window openings in the upper gable, flanking
the flush center chimney, have also been blocked. A brick repair in the center
of the foundation wall is evidence of a modern repair to the kitchen fireplace.
The first story brickwork on the southwest wall of the wing is bonded into
the main house while the second story is not. Both the first story and the added
second story are laid in three-course bond with bands of glazed headers above a
molded water table and three-course bond foundation. Two courses of later brickwork are visible just below.. the cornice. The fenestration on this wall of the
wing originally corresponded to the northeast wall, with a center door flanked
by two 6/6 windows on the first story and two 6/6 windows on the second story.
See Continuation Sheet No. 3
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION (continued)
The center door was later bricked up and a 6/6 window cut in immediately to the
left. The left or northwest windows were also bricked up on both the first and
second story and a smaller 6/6 window was cut in farther to the left on the first
story.
Interior The interior of the main house consists of a center passage plan
with a single room on either side of the stair passage. The stair rises against
the northeast wall of the passage to a landing at the southeast end, then turns
180 degrees and continues up to the second floor. It is an open-string stair
with delicate, turned newels, square balusters and a simple molded rail. The
stair ends are decorated with solid scrolled brackets; the area below the
carriage is enclosed with plain horizontal boards. A six-panel door with fully
fielded panels under the landing opens onto an interior cellar stair. The
interior doors opening from the hall into the flanking rooms have paneled soffits
and jambs, bold architrave trim, and fielded six-panel doors. The architrave
trim, has a broken-field fascia and an ogee backhand. A two-piece chairrail
and molded baseboard encircle the room. The restored front door is particularly
wide, with unusual reeded panels set flush with the stiles and rails. The
architrave trim consists of a broken-field fascia with a very steep ogee molding
breaking the fascia; the backhand is Italianate. The restored rear door has
plain flush panels; only part of the architrave survives.
In the southwest room, the fireplace is centered on the gable wall. The
fireplace opening is framed with a bold, crossetted molding applied directly to
the plaster wall. Above this molding, a pair of simple scrolled brackets support
a molded mantel shelf. This shelf is composed of a series of moldings typical of
the last quarter of the 18th century, accented by a <lentil course with unusual,
slightly triangular <lentils virtually identical to the <lentil course found at
Wharf House (QA-196), a house in nearby Centreville constructed in 1771 for William
Hopper. Above the shelf is a crossetted overmantel surmounted by an elaborate
broken pediment. A complex molded cornice completely encircles this room,
repeating the unusual <lentil course found in the mantel and the overmantel
pediment. Further refinement in this room is derived from the window embrasures,
which are splayed and have richly paneled soffits and jambs and paneled window
seats. The paneling is continued around the room below a bold two-piece chairrail with a broken-field fascia below the nosing shelf. The window seats have
been adapted to conceal the modern heating system.
The fireplace in the northeast room was originally located on the northeast
gable wall, but at an early date it was shifted to the southeast wall, backing
onto the rear wing. Seams in the flooring and plaster and framing evidence in
the cellar and roof verify this alteration. The relocated fireplace is centered
on the southeast wall, flanked by a closet to the left and a door to the right
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION (continued)
leading through a small vestibule and down several steps to the wing. This
entire wall is paneled with very handsome fielded paneling. This paneling was
evidently moved from an original position on the gable wall when the chimney was
relocated. The fireplace in this room is framed with a crossetted surround
below an elaborately molded shelf with a Wall-of-Troy dentil course. The
remainder of the wall consists of fielded paneling in addition to the matched i
six-panel doors. A complex molded cornice encircles this room as well. The
two windows on the northeast wall are similar to the windows in the southwest
room, with glazed and paneled reveals and paneled window seats. Other significant trim includes the broken-field architrave trim, two-piece chairrail and
molded baseboard.
The center passage plan is repeated on the second floor as well. The stair
continues up to the attic but with a closed-string carriage. The stair passage
is not partitioned to form a passage chamber.
The southwest chamber on the second floor is quite elaborate. The fireplace
is centered on the southwest gable wall, flanked by closets on either side.
The entire gable wall is paneled and the closets are fitted with four-panel
doors hung on wrought H-L hinges. The fireplace has been partially reworked
and the surround is a reproduction, but the fielded paneling is all original.
The window openings have splayed and paneled jambs and paneled window seats.
Other original detail incudes the complex interior cornice, two-piece chairrail
and molded baseboard.
The northeast chamber is somewhat simpler in finish but has been reduced in
size by inserting a partition wall to allow room for a small bathroom and a
clothes cupboard across the southeast side of the original room.
Significant
trim in this room includes the paneled window seats, simple interior cornice, a
two-piece chairrail, molded baseboard and the architrave trim. A seam in the
flooring at the northeast end of the room outlines the location of the original
chimney and suggests that this room may have been paneled as well.
The attic is partitioned to form a finished stair passage flanked by
unfinished storage areas. The original roof framing survives in the center
of the building but was replaced at either end in the 19th century. The
original roof framing consists of common rafter pairs set at a pitch of
approximately 32 degrees. The ridge connections were sawn off during the later
alteration, but the collar beams survive in place. These are half-dovetailed
into the rafter pairs and secured with wrought nails.
It is not clear, however,
whether the original roof was a shallow pitch gable roof similar to the roof at
Bordlington (QA-95), a house nearby with many similar features, or if it was a
roof similar to the existing roof. The gable end chimneys are most likely
indicative of a pitched gable roof.

See Continuation Sheet No. 5
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION (continued)
The cellar plan reflects the first floor plan, with brick bearing walls
below each first floor interior hall partition. Heavy wood door frames survive
in both interior cellar door openings, with pintels or pintel holes to indicate
door orientation. The arched chimney base survives on the southwest gable wall,
while the original base on the northeast gable wall has been demolished.
The
later chimney on the southeast wall is supported by a base constructed of two
brick piers and a heavy wood lintel, a feature not generally found before the
mid-19th century. This evidence combined with the mature machine nails found
in the altered roof framing suggests the chimney and roof changes were made
between circa 1850 and 1890.

,.-.,

The first floor of the wing is divided into two rooms, a large kitchen at
ground level to the southeast and a smaller service or informal dining room to
the northwest, adjacent to the main house. This smaller room is two steps up
from the original kitchen and several steps below the first floor of the main
house.
In this century, the kitchen was shifted to the smaller room. Both
rooms have brick paved floors. A large cooking fireplace is centered on the
gable wall of ~he original kitchen, flanked by a cupboard to the left and an
enclosed stair to the right. This stair rises to a short hall on the second
floor.
The second floor is divided into a large sleeping chamber to the northwest
and a smaller chamber to the southeast, with access via the hall.
Significant
details include the beaded vertical paneling of the hall partition, a small
mantel in the southeast chamber, and a handsome six-panel door with graining
and stenciling.
Dairy
Immediately to the northeast of the house is a small brick dairy, ten feet
square with a pitched gable roof set parallel to the axis of the main house.
The Flemish bond brickwork is virtually identical to the main house and the
building is presumably contemporary with the house. A single batten door is
centered on the southwest gable wall; small four-light windows are centered on
each of the remaining three walls. These openings are fitted with reproduction
heavy beaded frames with horizontal diamond-section wood bars. These replace
early frames with fixed wood slats which were badly deteriorated but still in
place (and are now stored in the meat house). The plain box cornices and
rakeboards are later replacements; the roof is covered with shakes.

See Continuation Sheet No. 6
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GENERAL DESCRIPTION (continued)
The interior walls are plastered and whitewashed and the ceiling is plastered
using machine lath and machine nails. There is no access to the roof. A small
concrete cooling trough in the north corner of the building probably dates to the
turn of the twentieth century.
Meat House

r""'"""·

Located to the northeast of the dairy, this building is 12 feet square,
with a pitched gable roof oriented on a northwest-southeast axis. It is
c·onstructed of hewn and pit sawn log planks tenoned into hewn corner posts and
reinforced with diagonal downbraces in each corner. This method of building
evidently enjoyed some popularity in this area, and was particularly useful for
meat houses due to the solid wall construction. This particular example is
probably the earliest surviving in the county. It is constructed with wrought
nails and employs a tilted false plate roof, one of the few recorded examples
in Queen Anne's County. Carved ogee caps on the interior corner posts are also
an unusual feature and add considerably to the charm of the building. It is
raised up off the ground and has a heavy plank floor with a square hole in the
center, presumably to facilitate fires needed for curing meat. The exterior
siding, roofing, and the door have been replaced; otherwise the building is
pristine and in unusually good condition. It is also interesting to note that
the original door opening remains undisturbed. This opening is 5 feet high and
3~ feet wide, with original iron hinge pintels on the inside of the southeast
jamb. It is unusual for the door opening to remain undisturbed due to the low
clearance.

----------------~·- ..

8. Significance
Period
_prehistoric
1400-1499
1500-1599
1600-1699
JL 1700-1799
_x_ 1800-1899
- - 1900-

QA-11

Areas of Significance-Check and justify below
___ archeology-prehistoric
__ community planning
__ archeology-historic
___ conservation
_K_ agriculture
___ economics
_x architecture
____ education
____ art
. __ engineering
. __ commerce
___ exploration/settlement
__ communications
_____ industry
--·- invention

quarter
S pec1.1.1c d ates last
18th century

______________

Builder/ Architect

Statement of Significance (in one paragraph)

___
___
--·-·___
__
__

landscape architecture ____
law
__
literature
·-·military
___
music
philosophy
__
politics1government
__
__

religion
science
sculpture
social/
humanitarian
theater
transportation
other (specify)

unknown

Applicable Criteria:
Applicable Exceptions:
Significance Evaluated:

c
none
local

SIGNIFICANCE SUMMARY:
Content is significant for its architecture. In form and detailing.the
house is representative of the largest and finest dwellings of the latter half
of the 18th century in Queen Anne's County. Its brickwork presents one of the
only two examples of banded glazed header 3-course bond in the county. Its
interior decorative detailing is outstanding in its extent, quality, and degree
of preservation. While the plan is not uncommon for the period in the region,
the shift of the northeast chimney stack to the rear facade is unusual, expecially
in that it involved the reuse of the original fireplace wall paneling. The
service wing is uncommonly expressive of the spatial segregation of household
functions; access between this wing and the main block is limited by narrow
passages, changes in floor levels, and independent stairs. The property also
includes two architecturally significant outbuildings. The Flemish bond brick
dairy is probably the earliest surviving dairy in the county. The post-and-plank
meathouse is believed to be the earliest example of this method of construction
in the county (and possibly in the state); it incorporates unique scrolled
corner posts and rare tilted-false-plate roof framing. These outbuildings
reflect important aspects of 18th-century agricultural technology in the
region.

l<'
-Or H'
<lStory

and Supporting Documentation
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HISTORY AND SUPPORT:
Content is believed to have been constructed in the last quarter of the
18th century for Nathaniel Wright, a prominent landowner in the Centreville area.
Wright served several terms on the vestry of St. Paul's Parish; held the position
of coroner in 1772 and was elected trustee of the Queen Anne's County almshouse
in 1794. During the Revolution, he was commissioned Captain in the Queen Anne's
County Militia. After 1830, the property passed to Dr. Christopher C. Harper;
a vestryman of St. Paul's and Town Commissioner of Centreville, Harper is
presumed responsible for the mid-19th-century alterations to the house.
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